SNARKY PUPPY
BRING US THE BRIGHT
BRING US THE BRIGHT

Michael League, arr. Michael League, Nate Werth & Mike Maher

Robert Searight keyboards and drums
Bill Laurance keyboards, vocals and piano (solo)
Chris McQueen acoustic and electric guitars (solo)
Bob Lanzetti electric guitar and vocals
Michael League bass and vocals
Nate Werth percussion
Steve Pruitt drums
Justin Stanton trumpet and keyboards
Mike Maher trumpet and vocals
Sara Jacovino trombone and vocals
Chris Bullock tenor saxophone
Brian Donohoe alto and tenor saxophone, vocals
Mikal Evans vocals
William Barnes pedal steel and dobro
Zach Brock violin
Veronika Vassileva viola
Michelle Cho cello


LOOSE SCREWS

Robert Searight, arr. Robert Searight

Robert Searight drums, keyboards (solo)
Bill Laurance keyboards (solo)
Bobby Sparks clavinet and organ (solo)
Chris McQueen electric guitar
Bob Lanzetti electric guitar
"LeftHand" Kevin Williams bass
Nate Werth percussion
Justin Stanton trumpet
Mike Maher trumpet
Sara Jacovino trombone
Chris Bullock tenor saxophone (solo)
Brian Donohoe alto saxophone
Jose Aponte percussion and vocals
Jorge Ginorio percussion
MICHÉLLE APONTÉ vocals
JOMAR GINORIO kid noises

Horn arrangement by ROBERT SEARIGHT. Horns produced by ROBERT SEARIGHT & MICHAEL LEAGUE. © Copyright ADÔRE MUSIC, ASCAP 2008.

STRAWMAN
MICHAEL LEAGUE, arr. LEAGUE, CLAY PRITCHARD, JUSTIN STANTON & BERNARD WRIGHT

ROBERT SEARIGHT keyboards and drums
BERNARD WRIGHT keyboards (solo)
BILL LAURANCE keyboards
BOBBY SPARKS mini-moog and keyboards (solo)
CHRIS MCOQUEEN acoustic and electric guitars
BOB LANZETTI electric guitar (solo)
MARK LETTIERI electric guitar
MICHAEL LEAGUE bass and electric guitar
NATE WERTH percussion
STEVE PRUITT drums
JUSTIN STANTON trumpet
MIKE MAHER trumpet
SARA JACOYINO trombone
CHRIS BULLOCK tenor saxophone
BRIAN DOMOHŒ alto and tenor saxophone

Horn arrangement by MICHAEL LEAGUE © Copyright MIKALINU MUSIC, SESAC 2008.

34 KLEZMA
BILL LAURANCE, arr. BILL LAURANCE & MICHAEL LEAGUE

BILL LAURANCE keyboards and piano (solo)
CHRIS MCOQUEEN acoustic guitar
BOB LANZETTI electric guitar
MICHAEL LEAGUE electric bass
NATE WERTH percussion
STEVE PRUITT drums
MIKE MAHER trumpet
BRIAN DOMOHŒ tenor saxophone
ZACH BROCK violin (solo)
VERONIKA VASSILEVA viola
MICHELLE CHO cello
STRANGE DREAM
BRIAN DONOHOE, arr. BRIAN DONOHOE & MICHAEL LEAGUE
ROBERT SEARIGHT keyboards
BERNARD WRIGHT keyboards (solo)
BILL LAURANCE keyboards
BOBBY SPARKS mini-moog (solo) and moog bass
JUSTIN STANTON keyboards and trumpet (solo)
CHRIS MCQUEEN acoustic and electric guitars
BOB LANZETTI electric guitar
MICHAEL LEAGUE bass
NATE WERTH percussion
STEVE PRUITT drums
MIKE MAHER trumpet
BRIAN DONOHOE tenor saxophone (solo)
Horn arrangement by BRIAN DONOHOE © Copyright DONOMATION MUSIC, SESAC 2008.

CELEBRITY
MICHAEL LEAGUE, arr. MICHAEL LEAGUE
BERNARD WRIGHT keyboards
BILL LAURANCE keyboards and vocals
BOBBY SPARKS moog and keyboards (solo)
CHRIS MCQUEEN electric guitar and vocals
BOB LANZETTI electric guitar and vocals
MICHAEL LEAGUE bass
ROBERT SEARIGHT drums
NATE WERTH percussion
JUSTIN STANTON trumpet
MIKE MAHER trumpet and vocals
SARA JACOVINO trombone
CLAY PRITCHARD tenor saxophone (solo)
CHRIS BULLOCK tenor saxophone
BRIAN DONOHOE alto saxophone and vocals
CEDRIC MOORE streetbeat
SEAN HAILEY streetbeat
TYLER LOTT streetbeat
MAKING THE CIRCLE

ROBERT SEARIGHT keyboards, fender rhodes
BERNARD WRIGHT keyboards (solo)
BILL LAURANCE keyboards
BOBBY SPARKS mini-moog, organ and clavinet
CHRIS MCOQUEEN electric guitar (solo)
BOB LANZETTI electric guitar
MICHAEL LEAGUE bass
NATE WERTH percussion
STEVE PRUITT drums
JUSTIN STANTON muted trumpet
MIKE MAHER trumpet
SARA JACOVINO trombone
CHRIS BULLOCK tenor saxophone
BRIAN DONOHUE alto and tenor saxophone (solo)

AND SOON WE'LL BE ONE

MICHAEL LEAGUE, arr. MICHAEL LEAGUE

BILL LAURANCE keyboards and piano
CHRIS MCOQUEEN electric guitar
BOB LANZETTI electric guitar
MICHAEL LEAGUE electric and double bass
NATE WERTH percussion
STEVE PRUITT drums
MIKE MAHER trumpet
JUSTIN STANTON trumpet
ZACH BROCK violin
VERONIKA VASSILEVA viola
MICHELLE CHO cello

String and horn arrangements by MICHAEL LEAGUE • Copyright MIKALIMU MUSIC, SESAC 2008.
CREDITS

produced by MICHAEL LEAGUE
co-produced by ROBERT SEARIGHT.engineered by ERIC HARTMAN at sputnik studios in dallas, texas additionally engineered by ROBERT SEARIGHT and MICHAEL LEAGUE at sputnik studios all strings engineered by BRANDON WEATHERREAD at sputnik studios
mixed and mastered by CHRIS GODBEY and ERIC HARTMAN at nomad studios in dallas, texas ROBERT SEARIGHT plays sabian cymbals BOBBY SPARKS plays all analog gear STEVE PRUITT plays sonor drums, promark sticks and tangereen percussion JOSE APONTE plays pearl percussion JORGE GIMORIO plays LP percussion layout and design by MICHAEL LEAGUE logo designed by ALISHA RUSHING

THANKS

to all of those who forward the cause of beautiful original music... the venues, patrons, players, engineers, composers, artists, luthiers, LISTENERS, and especially our friends in the trenches: rudder, ari hoenig, john ellis, zach brock, eastern blok, oso closeo, keite young, myron butler & levi, and bobby sparks. keep on. to the ever-growing snarky puppy family, whose continual sacrifices have sustained this crazy animal. i am so obliged. chris godbey, you are amazing. thanks to you, eric and brandon for capturing the sound. and to all of the wonderful musicians of dallas, texas- you have transformed this group without knowing it. to all of our families, especially my madre.

a very special thank you to robert searight for making all of this possible.

and an extra special thank you to bernard wright, without whom the world would be a sad place. this record is for him. thank you for everything.

and to you for listening to our music.

we are so grateful for your support.

-michael

www.snarkypuppy.com
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ROBERT "SPUT" SEARIGHT keyboards & drums
BERNARD WRIGHT keyboards
BOBBY SPARKS keyboards & organ
BILL LAURANCE keyboards, piano & vocals
JUSTIN STANTON keyboards, trumpet & vocals
MIKE MAHER trumpet & vocals
BRIAN DONOHUE tenor & alto sax, vocals
CHRIS BULLOCK tenor sax
CLAY PRITCHARD tenor sax
SARA JACOYINO trombone & vocals
CHRIS MCQUEEN electric & acoustic guitar, vocals
BOB LANZETTI electric guitar & vocals
MARK LETTIERI electric guitar
MICHAEL LEAGUE electric bass, double bass & vocals
"LEFTHAND" KEVIN WILLIAMS bass
STEVE PRUITT drums & vocals
MATE WERTH percussion
JOSE APONTE vocals & percussion
JORGE GINORIO percussion
JOMAR GINORIO kid noises
MICHELLE APONTE vocals
ZACH BROCK violin
VERONIKA VASSILEVA viola
MICHELLE CHO cello
NIKAL EVANS vocals
WILLIAM BARNES pedal steel guitar & dobro
CEDRIC MOORE streetbeat
SEAN HAILEY streetbeat
TYLER LOTT streetbeat

produced by MICHAEL LEAGUE
co-produced by ROBERT "SPUT" SEARIGHT
engineered by ERIC HARTMAN and BRANDON WEATHERREAD at SPUTNIK STUDIOS
mixed by CHRIS GODBEY and ERIC HARTMAN at NOMAD STUDIOS
mastered by CHRIS GODBEY at NOMAD STUDIOS